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Finds on your Doorstep – 8000 years of life in Burton upon Stather - finds recorded on 

the Portable Antiquities Scheme Database (search for finds.org.uk) – by Martin 

Foreman, Finds Liaison Officer for North Lincolnshire. 

 
 

Prehistory, from the Mesolithic to the end of the Iron Age (4000 BC – AD 43) 5 records 
 

Burton upon Stather is named for its riverside port on the Trent, which remains active today. There are few 

finds reported, apparently because metal detector users have enjoyed only limited access to land here, 

though they have found some objects. Non-metal finds are therefore relatively more common. 

Stone Age objects include a late Neolithic (2500-2350 BC) flint axe, and a greenstone axe from the Lake 

District; similar axes come from Alkborough. A sherd of Bronze Age (2350-800 BC) pottery may hint at 

occupation or funerary sites nearby, while a Celtic coin shows activity up to the eve of Roman conquest. 
 

Stone Age finds suggest activity from the Mesolithic onwards, with particularly important objects of 

Neolithic date. The Trent may have served as a route by which exotic objects such as axes were traded. 

 

              
       NLM-568998               NLM-33E4C3                       NLM5235                                             NLM-4E8DD5                              LVPL-C76958  

Mesolithic flint     Neolithic flint axe and polished axe          Bronze Age sherd     Iron Age coin 
 

 

The Roman period (AD 43-410) 6 records 
 

Roman finds have been reported near the village of Burton, at the east edge of the parish, and near the 

former course of the Winterton Beck; but are so few as to make any inference from this distribution 

unsound. The earliest is probably a denarius commemorating Vespasian (AD 69-79). The latest is part of a 

small coin hoard of late Roman times, probably Theodosian (AD 378-402, PAS reference IARCH-7E283D). 

The latter offers some compensation for an apparent shortage of the latest Roman material from Trentside 

parishes. The style and technology of other objects is native British, with little Classical influence.  
 

A vessel mount bears a Celtic head; it was found near a small watercourse. A ring is of serpentine form 

while a mount resembles brooches which depict swimming ducks. A balance arm was for weighing small 

quantities of valuable goods, a typically Roman activity, but it was moulded and enamelled in British style. 

 

             
           LVPL-BE2377                             SWYOR-147E06                       SWYOR-143A68                    SWYOR-329326                           NLM-F4074A  

  Denarius coin             Vessel mount                 Snake ring        Duck mount                 Balance arm 
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The Early Medieval period (410 - 1066)  
 

A shortage of Early Anglo-Saxon (AD 410-700) material has been noted on the south Humber bank from 

Winteringham westwards, in parishes down the lower course of the River Trent, and in the Isle of Axholme 

to the west. This might indicate some obstacle to Anglo-Saxon settlement, or an impediment to the adoption 

of their customs, in this part of northern Lincolnshire. 

Finds from Burton include no objects whatsoever attributed to the early medieval period. This probably 

arises from the limited extent of metal-detecting in the parish, as neighbouring parishes have still produced 

significant Middle Saxon (700-850) and Viking/Anglo-Scandinavian (850-1066) groups. 

 

 
 

The Medieval period (1066-1500) 13 records 
 

Medieval finds centre on the village whence most probably come. Burton upon Stather has a 13th-century 

church, later administratively linked to that at neighbouring Flixborough. 

One exceptional find-spot may be that of a figurative mount, found just outside the sharp bend of the lane 

between Walcot and Burton. It has been suggested that such objects were broken from reliquaries and 

discarded during the English Reformation, to be left in fields near to the churches whence they came. The 

object this mount was attached to may rather have been deliberately hidden in this easily identified place 

with the intention of its later recovery. 
 

A mount showing a saint may be from a religious object hidden from the authorities at the Reformation. A 

possible book fitting and stylus may also indicate literacy. A stirrup and pendant come from horse gear.  

 

                                     
SWYOR-14B855                        SWYOR-620EB1                  NLM-8B41F6                                                SWYOR-331762                     SWYOR-32BA4D 

Mount with saint      Book clasp and lead stylus                           Stirrup fragment    Harness pendant           
 

Medieval coins indicate nearby occupation, along with a purse fragment. A strap end is a common form of 

dress accessory. Potsherds are ubiquitous finds; those from Burton are from late medieval types of fabric. 

 

   
LVPL-45AFF3             SWYOR-618BB3       SWYOR-622E3           SWYOR-617A41       NLM-E8B041                        NLM-155C45              NLM-15CD66 

Coins: Edward I and Edward IV, and purse   Jeton           Strap end              Late medieval potsherds 
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The Post-Medieval period (1500 - 1900) 28 records including 72 objects 
 

Pottery and other finds from Burton’s post-medieval occupation are reported from village gardens. Other 

objects have a closer association with the aristocratic residents of Normanby Hall, their servants or retainers, 

and with contemporaries of the lesser sort. The 17th century seems well represented by these finds. 

A hawk’s leg-ring shows it was owned by Lord Sheffield, a Colonel of Hull’s Garrison in 1684; pipes of 

similar date may also be from Hull. A lead weight was for fishing. Potsherds came from a number of village 

gardens in Burton as part of a community archaeology project led by the local Finds Liaison Officer in 2005. 

 

 

A hawk ring marks one end of Burton’s social scale, while broken pots from village gardens mark the other. 

 

       
Lord Sheffield’s ring  Token            Clay pipe bowls       Fishy weight      Pottery              Alphabet plate            
            NLM-1A695D                       NLM-67E305      NLM-164766     NLM-15D5A1      NLM-D099D0               NLM-15B2A5                 NLM-225295 


